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A Pilot Study for Comparing Two Inner-City Edmonton Parks in Winter
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Public spaces have the potential to be neighbourhood assets that provide year-round social,
economic, and cultural benefits for a community. Yet, many cities struggle to animate public
spaces in the winter months. In Edmonton, Alberta, the northernmost major city on the continent,
long winters with short days, cold temperatures, wind, and snow present challenges for creating
successful year-round outdoor spaces. This Master’s Report examines the issue by evaluating
and comparing two inner-city public park spaces, Beaver Hills House Park and Paul Kane Park,
and suggests recommendations for improvements that will allow user’s needs to be met in all
seasons. Within a winter context, uses, activities, access, linkages, comfort, image, and
sociability are assessed.

Downtown and Oliver Neighbourhood Containing Beaver Hills House Park (white) and
Paul Kane Park (yellow)
DESIGNING FOR WINTER
There are several techniques that can minimize winter’s negative impacts and emphasize positive
aspects, thereby maximizing benefits from outdoor spaces. These include:
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•

Conducting regular, efficient, and creative snow/ice removal and disposal

•

Maintaining solar access

•

Creating wind blocks

•

Providing overhead shelter and warming huts

•

Supplying heat sources

•

Using colourful lighting

•

Creating an aesthetically pleasing environment with bright colours, art and landscaping

•

Ensuring a variety of suitable activities and amenities are available

RESEARCH METHODS
To conduct a comparative evaluation of the two cases, a modified Project for Public Spaces
(PPS) approach for evaluating and creating successful public spaces was utilized. This approach
entailed the use of winter-specific evaluation criteria from four categories that are key to the
success of public spaces. Below are the criteria categories:
•

Uses and Activities – Are people engaged in activities within the space?

•

Access and Linkages – How well is access provided to and within the site?

•

Comfort and Image – How attractive and comfortable is the space?

•

Sociability – How well does the space foster social interaction?

Data was collected with the methods listed below during six 25-minute observation periods in
each park. These sessions took place in the morning, afternoon, and evening on weekdays and
weekends in December 2013 and January 2014. The analysis, and a review of context and
relevant winter city literature, resulted in the assignment of ratings for each criterion, and the
subsequent ranking of each park by category from “Poor” to “Excellent”.

Evaluation Criteria Categories and Associated Data Collection Methods
Criteria Category
Data Collection Methods
Uses and Activities
Access and Linkages
Comfort and Image
Sociability

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Tracking, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts
Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Tracking, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts
Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Evaluation Charts
Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The evaluations for each criteria category formed the basis of recommendations for
improvements in design, maintenance, operations, programming, and overall use of each park.
Evaluations and accompanying recommendations for improvement are provided in the table
below. While each park had slight differences in performance, similar improvements would be
beneficial for both spaces.

Evaluation and Recommendations Summary
Criteria
Evaluation
General Recommendations
Category
• Animate park spaces with a variety of activities
• Incorporate unique winter-specific uses and activities
BHHP:
Fair
Uses and
• Create reasons for coming to the specific park
Activities
• Increase compatibility with nearby uses
• Programme spaces throughout the year and provide a
PKP:
Fair
schedule of events
• Increase accessible winter paths through the parks
• Increase connectivity and permeability across park
BHHP:
Very
borders
Good
Access and
• Improve walking surface and entrance maintenance, and
Linkages
use creative snow disposal techniques
•
Create
a more connected public realm
PKP:
Good
• Strengthen access for all transportation modes
• Increase comfortable, movable seating options
• Increase safety
BHHP:
Good • Add vibrant and playful colours and lighting
• Provide thermal comfort amenities in both parks
Comfort
and Image
• Reduce wind with additional wind blocks
• Maintain solar access
PKP:
Good
• Increase overhead shelter
• Provide additional amenities
• Increase socially comfortable seating
BHHP:
Good • Create spaces that accommodate group activities
Sociability
• Encourage community involvement
PKP:
Fair
Beaver Hills House Park = BHHP
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The analysis concluded that Beaver Hills House Park performed better overall on the evaluation
of the four criteria categories, even though Paul Kane Park was more successful than Beaver
Hills House Park on certain individual criteria, such as solar exposure and the feeling of safety.
Thus, there is room for improvement in both parks, and this can be achieved through the
implementation of the recommendations provided above. Due to the relatively short data
collection period (two weeks), temperatures that were slightly below normal overall, and
constrained data collection techniques related to limited resources and feasibility, this project
should be viewed as a pilot study for winter park space evaluation.

This research also conveys the importance of year-round public spaces and the unique
considerations that are required when planning for spaces that serve the community throughout
the winter months. As Edmonton strives to build its reputation as a world-renowned winter city,
it should design and program its smaller parks with its climate in mind, and use winter as an
asset.

Winter Activities, Socializing, Comfort, and Lighting in Edmonton and Saskatoon (top right)
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INTRODUCTION

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Public park spaces can be valuable components of a neighbourhood (Jacobs, 1961). However,
many of these spaces are less valuable if they are underused in the winter months. This is seen in
Edmonton, Alberta, where winters are long and harsh and public spaces are not always designed
for use in these conditions. This master’s report examines the problem by comparing urban
public park spaces in winter and suggesting improvements that can be made to allow users’
needs to be met in winter conditions. This will allow the spaces to be year-round neighbourhood
assets. The work by Project for Public Spaces (PPS) (2000; 2008) on creating great public places
and winter city literature, including Edmonton’s own WinterCity Strategy (2012), was utilized in
order to address the need for parks that are tailored to northern climates.

Image 1.1: Public Space in Downtown Edmonton Animated in Winter
Source: Edmonton Journal (2013)
1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION
This research provides a comparative analysis of the design and use of two small inner-city
Edmonton park spaces in winter to determine how well they are tailored to use in the colder
months of the year.
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The specific research question is:
How does the design and use of Beaver Hills House Park compare with that of Paul Kane Park
in a winter context, and what recommendations for improvement are necessary?

1.3 SCOPE OF WORK
This study examines the current states of Beaver Hills House Park at 10404 Jasper Avenue NW
and Paul Kane Park at 10220-121 Street NW. It assesses the use, access, comfort, and sociability
of the two spaces with a focus on winter considerations. As such, the data was collected in the
winter months through observations within the spaces. Based on the findings, recommendations
are provided for enhancing the winter functionality of the parks.

1.4 REPORT STRUCTURE
This report is organized into the following chapters:

CHAPTER 1 provides an introduction to the study, and includes the research question and
scope of work.

CHAPTER 2 contains background information, including the context of the research, winter
design and use considerations, and a description of the study locations.

CHAPTER 3 covers the research methods, and describes the site selection rationale, evaluation
criteria, data collection methods, data analysis methods, and limitations of the research methods.

CHAPTER 4 contains the data analysis and contextual factors for the comparison of the two
parks.

CHAPTER 5 provides conclusions and recommendations, along with limitations and areas of
further research.
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2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This section provides background information relating to the context of the research, winter
design and use, and the study sites.

2.2 CONTEXT
This research was conducted in Edmonton, Alberta, which is the provincial capital. Located on
the banks of the North Saskatchewan River, in the central portion of this prairie province,
Edmonton is the most northern major city on the continent (City of Edmonton, 2012). This
setting allows for extreme variations in weather, with temperatures that can reach over 30°C in
the summer and less than -30°C in the winter, and the potential for severe weather events in
every month. Most importantly, this means that winter is a major component of the climate. This
season, which lasts from November through March, brings short days, plenty of snow, and cold
winds.

Image 2.1: Edmonton in Winter
Source: http://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-edmonton-winter-skyline-corey-hochachka.html
The harshness of Edmonton’s winter can be described by the Winter Severity Index, which
assigns a single number out of 100 (most severe) to represent several unfavourable aspects of the
climate (Phillips, 1988). The index is composed of a discomfort factor (wind chill, length of
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winter, and severity of winter), psychological factor (darkness, wet days, cloudiness, and
sunshine), hazardousness factor (strong winds and winter precipitation), and an outdoor
immobility factor (fog days and winter precipitation). Edmonton receives a score of 49 on this
classification system, meaning that it is approximately the 13th most severe major settlement
north of 45°N (the winter city belt), where most cities fall between 22 and 59 (Phillips, 1988).
While the climate is relatively harsh, Edmonton benefits from clear blue skies, more hours of
sunshine than most other Canadian cities, and low humidity, which moderate the effects of cold
air temperatures (Edmonton Economic Development Corporation, 2014).

Below is a climatic summary for Edmonton:

Table 2.1: Monthly Climate Summary for Edmonton
Mean Monthly Temperature (Celsius):
Jan.
Feb.
Mar. Apr.
May Jun.
Jul.
-12.1 -9.9
-4.4
4.2
10.2
14.1
16.2
Mean Monthly Snowfall (cm):
Jan.
Feb.
Mar. Apr.
May Jun.
Jul.
21.7
13.4
17.5
14.4
6.5
0
0
Mean Monthly Sunshine Hours:
Jan.
Feb.
Mar. Apr.
May Jun.
Jul.
101.1 127
174.7 233.3 271
275.9 302.2

Aug.
15.2

Sep.
10.2

Oct.
3.8

Nov.
-5.4

Dec.
-11

Aug.
0.1

Sep.
1.1

Oct.
10.4

Nov.
17.3

Dec.
15.9

Aug.
279.4

Sep.
196.1

Oct.
160.4

Nov.
97.2

Dec.
92

Source: Environment Canada (2013a)

Edmonton’s climate context presents challenges for the design and use of public space.
However, by working with the climate, creative solutions can produce comfortable
microclimates that make the city more livable throughout the year. Unique winter qualities can
be transformed into assets that provide social, economic and cultural opportunities to make
Edmonton a great winter city, which the recent City of Edmonton Winter City Strategy (2012)
strives to do. Currently there are a number of winter festivals and events that animate the most
prominent public spaces in the city. However, many public spaces do not receive this level of
attention and are not attractive throughout the winter months. Continued efforts are needed to
make all public spaces functional year-round.
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2.3 DESIGNING FOR WINTER
The contrasting summer and winter weather conditions in Edmonton complicate the task of
producing suitable, year-round urban design. Most often, outdoor spaces are designed for
summer use and attempts are made to remove pedestrians from the outdoors in winter, thereby
removing life from the streets and underutilizing public space assets. To retain this life in the city
and maximize benefits from public spaces, the goal should be to minimize winter’s negative
elements and emphasize positive elements for outdoor use of public space. This means that there
must be an understanding of the year-round climate that accompanies approaches to effectively
design with it in mind. It is not the local climate that determines use, but the conditions in a
particular microclimate. For example, it will feel like a nice day in an outdoor winter space with
solar access and no wind, regardless of the air temperature (Gehl, 2010).

A number of elements are critical to consider when planning for year-round outdoor public
parks. Proper treatment of the following elements can dramatically improve microclimates and
encourage use (City of Edmonton, 2012; Gehl, 2010; Pressman 1995; Pressman 2004; Whyte
1980).
•

Snow Removal and Storage – Snow and ice can affect the access and use of public
spaces. Efficient and cost-effective snow removal should be done regularly to ensure that
spaces are easy to reach and enjoy. Heated sidewalks are an alternative to physical snow
removal. Spaces should also be available for snow storage, and melting and drainage
should be facilitated. Creative uses for snow should be explored, such as mounding for
play and wind barriers.

•

Solar Radiation – Solar access should be accommodated to increase the warmth of
public spaces. This can be done through the use of narrow buildings with reduced
shadows, lower high-density structures, stepped-back structures, setbacks, south-facing
exposure, and deciduous trees that permit solar penetration in winter. Materials that
absorb solar radiation and give off heat are desirable.

•

Wind Blocks – Reduced wind exposure can improve outdoor comfort. This can be
achieved through coniferous vegetation that blocks winter winds and reduces wind along
buildings, building orientation, low built form with irregularities that reduces wind
tunnelling, screens, and fences.
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•

Shelter – Shelter should be provided to increase the comfort of outdoor spaces in winter.
Overhead shelter, such as awnings, canopies, and arcades should be provided in a manner
that does not produce excessive shade. Warming huts should also be available to extend
the duration of use of public spaces.

•

Heat Sources – Thermal comfort amenities should be provided in cold public spaces.
These can include fire pits and heat lamps.

•

Lighting – Pedestrian level lighting and bright, coloured lighting should be used in
creative ways to offset the darkness and greyness of the winter months and enhance
safety.

•

Aesthetics – Attractive landscaping and built form, bright colours, and interactive public
art can increase the enjoyment of public spaces and encourage winter use.

•

Activities and Amenities – Activities and amenities are necessary to encourage use of
public spaces. Active and passive uses should be available for all user types, and
spontaneous and programmed activities should animate a space at all times of day
throughout the year.

Image 2.2: Winter Design Examples
Source: City of Edmonton (2012)
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For public space use to increase, the use of year-round urban design approaches will have to
come alongside a change in the perception of winter as a positive season to enjoy outdoors.

2.4 STUDY SITES
Beaver Hills House Park, situated in downtown Edmonton, takes its name from the Cree word
Amiskwaskahegan to refer to the proximity of Edmonton’s original fort to the Beaver Hills.
During a period of major changes on Jasper Avenue in the late 1970s, the Devonian Foundation
donated land for a neighbourhood park on the northeast corner of 105th Street. The name Beaver
Hills House Park was officially given to this piece of land in 1977. The space was originally
rather hilly, but underwent a redesign several years ago to improve sightlines and deter
undesirable behaviours. This included removing many of the hills and trees and updating a paved
southern portion near the street. The space now features sunken, raised, treed and grassy areas in
its northern half, and a paved area with public art and seating in the southern half. The park also
exhibits Aboriginal art and commemorative installations.

Image 2.3: Beaver Hills House Park
Source: Google Maps (2014)
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Paul Kane Park is a public space in the Oliver neighbourhood that was named after the Irish
explorer and painter Paul Kane in 1976. The park is mainly turf-covered, with trees lining its
perimeter. At the centre of the park is a large ornamental pond that is functional in the summer
months. The southern portion of the space contains a small government office building and a
patio area with several benches and tables.

Image 2.6: Paul Kane Park in Summer
Source:http://www.flickr.com/photos/rais
emyvoice/4604957244/

Image 2.5: Paul Kane Park
Source: Google Maps (2014)
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3.0 RESEARCH METHODS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This section provides a site selection rationale, describes the criteria used for site evaluation,
outlines the data collection methods, explains the method of data analysis, and reveals limitations
to the research methods.

In order to conduct a comparative analysis of the two cases, this investigation utilized the
approach developed by Project for Public Spaces (PPS) (2000; 2008) for evaluating and creating
successful public spaces. This approach defines criteria and supplies a set of tools that can be
used to provide qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the criteria. This method was chosen
because the PPS is a well-respected authority on placemaking that has studied thousands of
public spaces. They have used this extensive research to develop a useful, up-to-date, method
that can be easily applied to the study of any public space. Relevant literature on creating
successful winter park spaces was also used to support the evaluation.

Image 3.1: Qualities of a Successful Place
Source: PPS (2008)
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3.1.1 Site Selection
The case study sites, which include Beaver Hills House Park and Paul Kane Park, were selected
due to their similarities in design and location. They are located within Edmonton’s inner-city,
are each just less than one hectare in size, and are in close proximity to busy streets and medium
to high-density buildings. Design similarities that exist include the presence of paved surfaces
and ground level variations.

3.2 EVALUATION CRITERIA
The PPS (2008) has determined that a successful place should exhibit qualities from four key
categories. These qualities are represented by the evaluation criteria within each of the four
categories (see Table 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4):
•

Uses and Activities – Are people engaged in activities within the space?

•

Access and Linkages – How well is access provided to and within the site?

•

Comfort and Image – How attractive and comfortable is the space?

•

Sociability – How well does the space foster social interaction?

Specific criteria relating to climate-sensitive design were added to these categories to ensure
that the evaluation assessed critical elements for creating successful park spaces in harsh
winter weather. These are largely based on the work of Norman Pressman (1995; 2004) with
the Winter Cities Association and are supported by Edmonton’s WinterCity Strategy (2012).
The criteria address solar exposure, maintenance, wind protection, winter activities and
amenities, shelter, colour and lighting, and heat sources.

The following provides a more detailed description of the four evaluation criteria categories,
with climate-sensitive criterion highlighted throughout. Examples of specific indicators are
provided for gauging the success of a space with regards to the four general categories.

Uses and Activities
Uses and activities must exist and be accommodated to ensure the success of a public space.
These are the reasons that people come to, make use of, and return to a place (PPS, 2000). PPS
(2000) reveals that a more successful space draws in a higher number of individuals. There
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should also be a balance of individuals and groups, and variety in the range of ages and types of
people that the space attracts (PPS, 2000; Whyte, 1980).

Image 3.2: Winter Activities in an Edmonton Park
Source: City of Edmonton (2012)
The attraction of large numbers of diverse groups to a space is determined by site-specific
characteristics. It is important for a site to convey obvious activity choices that clearly inform
and encourage use, and create reasons for spending time in a particular space (Gehl, 2010).
Jacobs (1961) expresses that urban park spaces fail without particular uses conferred on them.
Programming of activities to animate a space year-round is key to increasing use.

Design elements must also be appropriate for, and supportive of, the activity choices (Jacobs,
1961). This must apply to the entire site so that its entire area is usable (PPS, 2000). Leung
(2003) adds that a site that allows for a wider variety of uses will be more successful. This
variety in uses can be achieved through variety in form, including changes in ground treatments,
trees, shrubs, and ground level variations. Thus, intricacy and subtle variations in design can
create natural buffers and accommodate a variety of different uses, even by the same individual
(Jacobs, 1961). It is also important that a variety of activity choices are available throughout the
year (Pressman, 2004). For parks that may not attract as much impulse use from passersby,
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specific features such as wading pools, sport/game areas, eating spaces and fire pits can support
activities that draw users and increase the park’s use (Jacobs, 1961).

Finally, the diversity of, and compatibility with, the surrounding land uses provides a mix of
users at different times of the day (Jacobs, 1961). Public space design should provide a
complementary spectrum of uses and activities to facilitate use throughout the day in all seasons.

Table 3.1: Uses and Activities Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation
Criteria
Category
Uses and
Activities
(PPS, 2000,
p. 17)

Attributes:
Fun
Active
Vital
Special
Real
Useful
Indigenous
Celebratory
Sustainable

Criteria to Assess
How many people are present?
(Project for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 86)
How balanced is the mix of individuals
and groups using the space?
(Whyte, W. H., 1980, p. 17)
How varied is the range of ages and
types of people using the space?
(Project for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 86)
How much of the space is used?
(Project for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 86)
How many different activities,
including unique winter activities, are
present?
(Jacobs, J., 1961, p. 103; Pressman, N.,
2004, p. 28)
How obvious are activity choices?
(Gehl, J., 2010, p. 147)
How well do the design elements relate
to and support the uses?
(Jacobs, J., 1961, p. 103)
How well does the variety in form
support a variety of uses?
(Leung, H-L., 2003, p. 94)
How well do uses relate to those in
nearby buildings?
(Jacobs, J., 1961, p. 98)

Measurement
Method

Data Source

Counting
Evaluation Charts
Counting
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Tracking
Trace Measures
Evaluation Charts
Behaviour Mapping
Trace Measures
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs
Direct Observation
Photographs

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Direct Observation

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Access and Linkages
Access and linkages refer to the connections that a space has with its surroundings, connections
within the space, and the ease with which it is accessed (PPS, 2000). These aspects of public
space design are influenced by a number of key considerations that have been revealed through
several analyses of successful public spaces.
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Image 3.3: Trail Access Through an Open Space
Source: http://www.lecanadien.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/U-of-A-Winter.jpg (2013)
The visual connectivity of a space to the surrounding streets and buildings is an important
consideration that was noted by William H. Whyte (1980). While spaces should be somewhat
separated from the street and other land uses, they still need to be visible to allow for the feeling
that the space is open for use and is intended to be used by the public, with the ability for
oversight (Marcus & Francis, 1998). Kevin Lynch (1960) compliments this assertion by
explaining that a park’s borders should act as a seam, not a barrier, and allow it to tie into the
external uses so that it acts to mingle individuals from all sides. Thus a public space should
provide both visual and physical connectivity with its surroundings.

Related to connectivity is the ease with which users reach a space (Jacobs, 1961). A public space
should be easy to access by a variety of transportation options, with emphasis placed on
pedestrian travel (PPS, 2000). Access to a space and its internal destinations should also be
provided for all levels of ability (Gehl, 1987).

Furthermore, a public space should act as a node and concentration of activity at the junction of
pedestrian routes (Lynch, 1961). There should be a defined series of easily navigable paths that
allow connections to, and movement throughout, a space, as these highly imageable routes
heavily impact how a space is perceived. These paths must provide access to destinations that
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users desire to reach. Furthermore, a climate-specific aspect is the necessity for pathway
surfaces, access points, and key routes to be maintained and free of snow and ice (Pressman,
2004). This is critical for maintaining accessibility and connectivity to, and within, a public
space throughout the year. Snow that is removed should be stored in creative ways so that it
offers recreational opportunities and wind protection.

Table 3.2: Access and Linkages Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation
Criteria
Category
Access and
Linkages
(PPS, 2000,
p. 17)
Attributes:
Continuity
Proximity
Connected
Readable
Walkable
Convenient
Accessible

Criteria to Assess
How well is the space visually connected
to the surroundings?
(Whyte, W. H., 1980, p. 57)
How well is the space physically
connected to the surroundings?
(Lynch, K., 1960, p. 65)
How easy is the space to get to?
(Jacobs, J., 1961, p. 107)

How easy is the space to get through?
(Lynch, K., 1960, p. 52)

How well is access to the space provided
by a variety of transportation options?
(Project for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 90)
How accessible is the space for all levels
of ability?
(Gehl, J., 1987, p. 136)
How well are surfaces, access points and
routes maintained?
(Pressman, N., 2004, p. 28)
How well do paths relate to where people
want to go?
(Lynch, K., 1960, p. 54)

Measurement
Method

Data Source

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Tracking
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs
Maps
Direct Observation
Photographs
Maps

Counting
Tracking
Trace Measures
Evaluation Charts
Behaviour Mapping
Tracking
Trace Measures
Evaluation Charts
Evaluation Charts

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs
Maps
Direct Observation
Photographs
Maps
Direct Observation
Photographs

Trace Measures
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Behaviour Mapping
Tracking
Trace Measures
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Comfort and Image
Comfort and image relate to the aesthetic attractiveness, cleanliness, safety, and physical and
psychological ease afforded by a public space (PPS, 2008). Whyte (1980), through his study of
small urban spaces, provides valuable insights regarding the requirements for a comfortable
public space with a positive image. He suggests that to ensure that a space is used for extended
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periods of time, it must provide ample seating and there must be choice of type and location. In
general, a greater number of all types of amenities is desirable (PPS, 2000).

Image 3.4: Heating and Lighting Downtown at Edmonton’s Illuminations Festival
Source: City of Edmonton (2012)
Many of Whyte’s (1980) findings on how sun, wind, and trees can influence the comfort and
image of a public space are supported by the work of Pressman (1995; 2004) on ensuring
comfort in all seasons. Appropriate varieties and placement of vegetation can provide aesthetic
appeal and protection from the elements. A mix of deciduous and coniferous tree species at
strategic locations allow for a combination of wind protection, shade and solar exposure, which
is necessary for the creation of a comfortable space (Pressman, 1995; Pressman, 2004; Whyte,
1980). Pressman (1995) bolsters this list of requirements for effective all-season spaces through
his advocacy for multiple heat sources, the use of bright colours, art, and lighting to counteract
dark and dull seasons, and structures that provide shelter from the array of weather conditions.

Safety is also an element that contributes to the comfort experienced in a public space. The
perception of personal safety and security must be achieved for a place to receive high use
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(Jacobs, 1961). Pedestrian level lighting can enhance the perceived and actual safety of a space.
A substantial level of maintenance, aesthetic attractiveness, and reprieve from automobile traffic
are also required. Whyte (1980) recommends that the number of women using a space (relative
to the number of men) be used as an indicator for success. He has documented that a successful
public space tends to display a proportionately higher number of women than men, due to
differential sensitivities to such aspects as perceived safety, attractiveness and cleanliness.

Table 3.3: Comfort and Image Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation
Criteria
Category
Comfort
and Image
(PPS, 2000,
p. 17)
Attributes:
Safe
Clean
“Green”
Walkable
Sittable
Spiritual
Charming
Attractive
Historic

Criteria to Assess
How many more women than men are
present?
(Whyte, W. H., 1980, p.18)
How safe does the space feel?
(Jacobs, J., 1961, p. 30)
How much wind protection is provided?
(Pressman, N., 1995, p. 184; Whyte, W.
H., 1980, p. 44)
How much shade is provided?
(Pressman, N., 2004, p. 33; Whyte, W. H.,
1980, p. 42)
How much appropriate vegetation is
present?
(Pressman, N., 1995, p. 185; Whyte, W.
H., 1980, p. 46)
How much solar exposure is provided?
(Pressman, N., 1995, p. 184; Whyte, W.
H., 1980, p. 42)
How clean and attractive is the space?
(Project for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 89)
How much shelter is provided?
(Pressman, N., 1995, p. 185)
How many heat sources are provided?
(Pressman, N., 1995, p. 184)
How many amenities are provided?
(Project for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 89)
How well are bright colours and/or
lighting used to enhance the space?
(Pressman, N., 1995, p. 191)
How much variety in comfortable places
to sit is there?
(Whyte, W. H., 1980, p. 28)
How enjoyable is the space with regards
to the level of negative impacts from
nearby vehicles?
(Gehl, J., 1987, p. 175)
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Measurement
Method

Data Source

Counting
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs
Direct Observation
Photographs
Direct Observation
Photographs
Direct Observation
Photographs
Direct Observation
Photographs

Evaluation Charts
Evaluation Charts
Evaluation Charts
Evaluation Charts

Evaluation Charts
Behaviour Mapping

Direct Observation
Photographs

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
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Sociability
Sociability refers to the qualities of a public space that make it suitable for social activities. This
is the ability for a sense of comfort and attachment to develop for a location that facilitates
community interaction and social relationships. It must be an inclusionary place that produces
the feeling of belonging for all users. A number of specific indicators are useful for determining
the sociability of a space.

Image 3.5: Flexible Seating and Social Activities in Edmonton
Source: http://www.cbc.ca/radioactive/2013/12/31/relax-on-an-edmonton-winter-patio/ (2013)
Gehl (1987) notes that social activities are highly influenced by the quality of outdoor public
spaces and the necessary and optional activities that bring people to these spaces. He explains
that a high quality public space operates as an arena for passive and active social interaction
(Gehl, 2010). As such, a successful public space should act as a place where people can meet
others. Moreover, according to Whyte (1980), the spaces that are most highly used are those that
accommodate groups. This indicates that spaces that attract groups have been selected in
advance for their sociability, such that they are conducive to the social purposes of the group
(Whyte, 1980).
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A social public space allows for much interaction, from passive gestures and observations, to
active conversations and gatherings (Gehl, 2010). Successful public spaces display a high level
of interaction (PPS, 2000). A contributing factor is the arrangement and flexibility of amenities,
such that they can be situated to encourage use and social interaction (Whyte, 1980). According
to Ned Crankshaw (2009), elements should be configured so as to promote movement
throughout, lingering within, and conversation with other users. Clusters of seating that promote
eye contact and conversation should be incorporated, as opposed to isolated benches. These
should allow for a level of intimacy and refuge, but should still provide visibility. Multiple,
welcoming entrances to the park space also increase its ability to support casual social activity
that spills in from the sidewalks and adjacent land uses.

Social spaces also display community pride, involvement and cooperation from a diverse set of
members. These spaces exhibit a community presence, including efforts at improvement, local
touches, and general care and respect for property (PPS, 2000). The mix of individuals using a
space should also reflect the general community (PPS, 2000).

Table 3.4: Sociability Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation
Criteria
Category
Sociability
(PPS, 2000,
p. 17)
Attributes:
Diverse
Stewardship
Cooperative
Neighbourly
Pride
Friendly
Interactive
Welcoming

Criteria to Assess
How many people are meeting others in
the space?
(Gehl, J., 2010, p. 109)
How many groups come to the space?
(Whyte, W. H., 1980, p. 17)
How much are people interacting in the
space?
(Project for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 92)
How well are amenities arranged to
encourage use and interaction?
(Whyte, W. H., 1980, p. 28)
How well do users and community
members show ownership and maintain
the space?
(Project for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 92)
How well does the age and ethnicity mix
generally reflect the community? (Project
for Public Spaces, 2000, p. 92)
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Measurement
Method

Data Source

Counting
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Counting
Evaluation Charts
Behaviour Mapping
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Behaviour Mapping
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation
Photographs

Trace Measures
Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Evaluation Charts

Direct Observation

Direct Observation
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3.3 DATA COLLECTION METHODS
To accompany the literature review on designing spaces for winter, data was collected in relation
to the evaluation criteria. Direct observation, photographs, and maps were used to evaluate the
cases based on the criteria. Data was collected through the techniques and tools used by PPS
(2008), which are described below. These methods were appropriate due to their ease of use and
analysis, their ability to be amended for site-specific needs, and their ability to provide
straightforward data with which to answer the research question.
•

Behaviour mapping – This involved studying and recording the stationary and mobile
activities of park users for a predetermined amount of time.

•

Counting – Numerical data was gathered at the study sites about people and any other
pertinent features.

•

Tracking – This involved the observation of visitors’ routes as they moved into and
through a site, in order to understand circulation, uses, and destinations.

•

Trace measures – This involved recording the physical evidence and erosion traces of
people that used the spaces, in order to understand aspects of use that initial observation
did not readily reveal.

•

Evaluation charts – These charts required responses to questions regarding the
evaluation criteria and were tailored for winter application. They included some
checklists from PPS (2008).

In order to carry out the methods described above, data was collected in the months of December
2013 and January 2014. Observation data was obtained for both parks in the morning, afternoon
and evening, on both weekdays and weekends. Six 25-minute observation sessions were
conducted in each park.

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS
A comparative analysis was carried out between the two spaces. First, a description of the
contextual factors found in each park was provided, which allowed for a better understanding of
the influences on the data that was collected. The data collection methods provided information
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with which to assess each evaluation criterion separately, and as part of the overarching criteria
category.

Table 3.5: Evaluation Criteria Categories and Associated Data Collection Methods
Criteria Category

Data Collection Methods

Uses and Activities

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Tracking, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts

Access and Linkages

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Tracking, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts

Comfort and Image

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Evaluation Charts

Sociability

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts

This data was used, in conjunction with the literature on creating successful winter park spaces,
to assign a rating for each criterion based on the level of success in demonstrating the specific
quality. From this, each criteria category also received an overall rating. The ratings were on a
five-point scale from ‘poor’ to ‘excellent’:

Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Excellent

These ratings allowed for a simplified comparison of each category between the two park spaces.
However, they were not summed to provide a single overall score for each park. While these
ratings are based on qualitative evaluations and are thus somewhat subjective, they provided a
good basis for understanding where each park was lacking and for providing necessary
recommendations for improvement.

3.5 LIMITATIONS TO THE RESEARCH METHODS
For this study, quantitative and qualitative evaluations within each site were used to provide
overall evaluations of the components of the space. However, due to the more qualitative nature
of these evaluations, there was a level of subjectivity in what was observed and how it was
regarded. Thus, the study is limited by the inherent bias of the researcher and their view of the
space.
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Another limitation is related to the time of year that the research was conducted and the harsh
winter conditions that were present at that time. This weather drew less users to the spaces than
would normally be present in summer. Individuals would also have been less likely to want to
linger in the spaces to answer questions related to their park experience. For those individuals
using the space, their very presence indicated that they considered the park somewhat suitable
for winter use, and would likely have provided a more positively biased park evaluation to
support their actions. Therefore, it would have been difficult to obtain frequent and reliable data
through interviews or questionnaires in these conditions. As such, the interview/questionnaire
tool that is provided by the PPS (2008) was not used. Thus, the methods did not involve the level
of community engagement that an investigation with greater resources would. While this does
not allow the study to probe the perceptions of park users directly, the other methods still allow
for the research question on climate-sensitive design elements to be appropriately addressed.

Furthermore, while the researcher was not be able to obtain data from both parks at exactly the
same times on the same days, every attempt was made to record observations for each park at as
close to the same time periods as possible. Thus, the use of similar periods of observation
between the parks provides appropriate data to analyze, compare and make recommendations.

A final limitation stems from the nature of a comparative analysis of two different park spaces.
These spaces are not in the same location and do not have the same surrounding uses or context.
This means that comparisons of the evaluation of each space’s success based on design/uses is
complicated due to the unique context in which each park resides. Thus, it is most important to
focus not on how much better one park is than the other, but on the recommended changes that
can be made to improve the success of each space.
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4.0 DATA ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTION
This section provides an in-depth analysis and simultaneous comparison of pertinent aspects
relating to Beaver Hills House Park and Paul Kane Park. The observation data that was analyzed
was collected in six visits to each park, which took place during morning, afternoon, and evening
hours on both weekends and weekdays in December and January. This data was collected
through the use of behaviour mapping, counting, tracking, trace measures, and evaluation charts
to allow for triangulation of the results. Knowledge gained through a review of relevant literature
also informed the analysis.

First, a description of the contextual factors that were found to influence each park was provided.
Following this, the analysis focused on the four evaluation criteria categories of uses and
activities, access and linkages, comfort and image, and sociability. Within these categories, each
individual evaluation criterion was assessed through the information gained from the data
collection methods. Based on this, a score from “poor” to “excellent” was provided to
characterize the ability of the space to successfully demonstrate a particular quality. These scores
were used to determine how well each park performed within each of the four criteria categories.
Table 4.1 below illustrates the structure of the data analysis.

Table 4.1: Evaluation Criteria Categories and Associated Data Collection Methods
Criteria Category

Data Collection Methods

Uses and Activities

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Tracking, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts

Access and Linkages

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Tracking, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts

Comfort and Image

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Evaluation Charts

Sociability

Behaviour Mapping, Counting, Trace Measures, Evaluation Charts

4.2 CONTEXTUAL FACTORS
An analysis of context allowed for a better understanding of the factors that influence each site
itself and the findings for the four evaluation criteria categories. These contextual factors include
the setting and location of the park within the community, the configuration of the built form
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adjacent to the park, with its impact on enclosure and exposure, the type, quantity and quality of
surrounding land uses, and potential users nearby.

Image 4.1: Downtown and Oliver Neighbourhood Containing Beaver Hills House Park
(white) and Paul Kane Park (yellow)
Source: Google Maps (2014)
4.2.1 Beaver Hills House Park Context

Image 4.2: Northeast-Facing Aerial View of Beaver Hills House Park in Downtown
Source: Google Earth (2014)
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Beaver Hills House Park is a 0.53 ha site located within Edmonton’s central business district. It
is positioned at the corner of 105th Street and Jasper Avenue, downtown’s main avenue, and is
adjacent to an LRT line and several bus routes. The park is also half a block west of 104th Street,
which is a vibrant, pedestrian-friendly historic street that features lofts and several businesses. A
mid-block alley and green space connect the park with this street.

The southern and western edges of the park meet the public sidewalk, with each side containing
a transit stop. The northern edge of the park abuts a tall tower, and the eastern edge of the park
meets a wall and fence, an opening to the alley leading to 104th Street, and the side of a threestorey building that faces Jasper Avenue. These structures provide a sense of enclosure for the
park. Additionally, two tall towers are located across the street to the south, and a tower and twostorey building sit across the street to the west. These tall structures can limit solar exposure in
the park when the sun is to the south and
southwest. The various buildings across
the street that face the space exhibit
many windows, several entrances, some
awnings and a large modern arcade-style
structure.

The buildings nearby contain a variety of
uses. Across the street are a number of
restaurants and cafes, health services,
many offices, and other commercial uses.
A grocery store is located to the east of
the space, a hotel is directly to the north,
and several lofts and residential or office
towers are nearby. Thus, there are many
potential users during the working day
resulting from the office and commercial
nature of the area. Residents in the
nearby lofts and condo towers to the east
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act as potential users at all times of day. Furthermore, nearby pubs and restaurants also act to
bring individuals to the area after normal office hours.
4.2.2 Paul Kane Park Context

Image 4.4: Southwest-Facing Aerial View of Paul Kane Park in Oliver
Source: Google Earth (2014)
Paul Kane Park, a 0.78 ha site, is embedded within the dense Oliver neighbourhood that is west
of the central business district. The park is bordered by 121st Street to the east, 122nd Street to the
west, and 103rd Avenue to the north. These streets are lined with mature deciduous trees on both
sides of the roadway, and 121st Street exhibits an added treed median. The site also shares the
block with a church property to the south. The space is located one and a half blocks north of
Jasper Avenue, one block south of the busy Stony Plain Road arterial, and just two blocks east of
the unique 124th Street shopping, food, and arts district. Bus stops and a bike route are located
south of the park on 102nd Avenue.

Across the street from the park and to the west are low-rise apartment buildings, which are set
back from the street and contain many windows facing the park. To the north and east are both
low-rise apartments and single-detached dwellings. A chain-link fence separates the park and the
two-storey church to the south. There are also several mid- and high-rise apartment buildings in
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the

neighbourhood,

and

restaurants,

offices and retail spaces closer to the
arterials.

The

numerous

residential

dwellings surrounding the park provide a
large population of potential users in very
close

proximity

to

the

space.

The

commercial uses in the neighbourhood
also provide potential users during the
day, and the 124th Street district draws
individuals to the area at all times of day
and throughout the week.

Figure 4.5: Paul Kane Park Surrounding Uses
Source: Google Maps (2014)
4.3 USES AND ACTIVITIES
Uses and activities are the reasons that people come to, linger in, and return to a particular space.
This section describes the extent to which specific aspects of a space contribute to its uses and
activities. Behaviour mapping, counting, tracking, trace measures, and evaluation charts were
used to provide a more comprehensive analysis of this component of successful placemaking.

4.3.1 Behaviour Mapping
Behaviour mapping provides information about the behaviours and interactions of users in a
space. The nature of these behaviours can be greatly influenced by the qualities of a space.

Although walking was the most frequent activity observed in each park, several other activities
were also observed. In Beaver Hills House Park, people were observed talking/socializing,
standing, playing, smoking, biking, texting/talking on the phone, walking dogs, pushing a
stroller, and reading the bulletin board. Activities observed in Paul Kane Park included sitting,
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standing, running/exercising, texting, playing a group game, dog walking, making snow angels,
and snowball rolling. While a number of the activities in Paul Kane Park were winter-specific,
most activities in this park and in Beaver Hills House Park were neither winter-specific, nor did
they necessarily require that particular space.

Image 4.6: Group Game Being Played in
Paul Kane Park

Image 4.7: Individuals Walking Through
Beaver Hills House Park

4.3.2 Counting
Counting allows for an understanding of the level of use a space incurs based on the number of
individuals that are observed there. The viable uses and activities of a space greatly influence the
amount of use that it receives by individuals and groups.

With the exception of one large group in Paul Kane Park, very few people typically occupied
either park at any given time. This implies that there are not very many uses or activities that
draw people to these spaces in winter. A comparison between individuals and groups reveals that
both parks attracted a relatively higher proportion of individual users than groups. This indicates
that the spaces are in need of uses and activities that groups would find attractive.
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4.3.3 Tracking
Tracking is a means of documenting the specific routes that users take as they navigate through a
space. Uses and activities encourage individuals to move through particular areas within a space.

For both parks, the use of space was not extensive. Most people kept to the few well-worn paths
and did not utilize much of either park’s total area.

4.3.4 Trace Measures
Trace measures reveal the physical evidence and erosion traces left by users of a space. They
allow for a better understanding of activities that are not directly apparent through observation.

Physical evidence found in Beaver Hills House Park, including a newspaper by a bench, litter on
paths, dog droppings and urine, and a toy plane, indicates that the park is used for walking,
playing, reading, and eating. Erosion traces, such as benches cleared of snow, reveal that some
individuals use the park for sitting. Paths in the snow going in many directions indicate that
much of the park is used, at least for walking.

Image 4.8: Newspaper Left Beside a
Bench in Beaver Hills House Park
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Image 4.10: Evidence of Tobogganing in
Paul Kane Park

Image 4.11: Erosion Traces on Benches in
Paul Kane Park

Paul Kane Park also displayed litter near benches, dog urine and prints, benches cleared of snow,
sledding trails on a hill, and snowballs. This indicates that the space is used for sitting, walking,
and eating, as well as for unique winter activities such as snowball rolling and sledding.
Footprints and paths covering a large area in the centre of the park indicate that a fair portion of
the park receives use, but likely not very intensive use.

4.3.5 Evaluation Charts
Evaluation charts are used to provide an initial judgement from the researcher’s perspective of
the quality of specific aspects of a space at each observation session. The compiled results, with
“high”, “medium”, and “low” scores, were used to accompany the other measurement methods,
and therefore were one of the factors that informed the overall ratings of the space.
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The table below displays the aspects related to uses and activities and the scores for each park.
Table 4.2: Uses and Activities

Are there many people using the park?
Are both individuals and groups using the space?
Is there a mix of ages and types of people using the space?
Is most of the space used?
Are there many activities available in the current season?
Are activity choices obvious?
Does the place’s design relate to and support events that take place
there?
Is there variety in form to support a variety of uses?
Do uses in the space relate to uses that are adjacent to the space?

Beaver
Paul Kane
Hills House Park Score
Park Score
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
High

Medium

High
High

High
High

The table above, representing initial perceptions for both parks, reveals that they do not attract
many people at a given time, they do not cater to a full spectrum of user types, and the majority
of each space is not utilized. Although a wide range of activities were not observed, both parks
do provide significant variation in form, which is a prerequisite for supporting a wide variety of
activities. However, the spaces are lacking additional design elements and amenities that clearly
convey available and viable activity choices other than walking.

It is clear that the useable design elements in each park relate to the activities that take place
there. That is, there are not many activities other than walking through the space, and the current
design elements are relatively supportive of this. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that to increase
the number of activities for winter use, the parks should incorporate additional design elements
that will facilitate these additional uses.

Although both parks received a high rating for how they relate to the surrounding uses, there is
still room for improvement. Beaver Hills House Park does benefit from having residents in
nearby towers, and some cafes, food shops and other commercial facilities across the street. Yet
the design elements within the park could be bolstered to better coordinate with, and attract
patrons from, these nearby uses. This is also true of Paul Kane Park, where there is a mass of
residents nearby. Winter park features could be improved in this space to better attract these
individuals on a regular basis.
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Image 4.12: Apartments Adjacent to
Paul Kane Park

Image 4.13: Residential and
Commercial Uses Adjacent to Beaver
Hills House Park

4.3.6 Summary
The evaluation table below provides a visual overall rating for each uses and activities evaluation
criterion, based on the level of success in demonstrating the specific quality. These ratings were
informed by a review of the literature on creating successful winter park spaces, as well as the
information gained through an analysis of the observation data.
Table 4.3: Uses and Activities Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria
Beaver Hills House Park
How many people are present?
How balanced is the mix of
individuals and groups using the
space?
How varied is the range of ages
and types of people using the
space?
How much of the space is used?

Paul Kane Park

How many different activities,
including unique winter activities,
are present?
How obvious are activity choices?
How well do the design elements
relate to and support the uses?
How well does the variety in form
support a variety of uses?
How well do uses relate to those in
nearby buildings?
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Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Overall, both parks received a “fair” rating for the uses and activities that they support. While
Beaver Hills House Park provided clearer activity choices and better design elements to support
observed uses, Paul Kane Park saw more use over its entire area and displayed more unique
winter activities. The implications for planning from the above evaluation are that both parks
would benefit from more varied activities, more winter-specific activities, an increase in viable
uses, greater compatibility with surrounding uses, and more programming to increase the number
and type of people using the spaces.

4.4 ACCESS AND LINKAGES
Accessibility is increased by enhanced connections within a space and between a space and its
surroundings. This section describes the extent to which specific aspects of a space contribute to
its accessibility. Behaviour mapping, counting, tracking, trace measures, and evaluation charts
were used to provide a more comprehensive analysis of this component of successful
placemaking.

4.4.1 Behaviour Mapping
The observational data collected indicates that Beaver Hills House Park is a relatively easy space
to get through. The most frequent activity observed was walking, and users were able to carry
out this activity with strollers, with dogs, while texting/talking on the phone and while carrying
bags. A cyclist was also observed riding through the space. Furthermore, the park appeared to
provide users with direct commuting routes on main pathways, with most individuals using the
space as a connection between Jasper Avenue and 104th Street or 105th Street, or between 104th
Street and 105th Street. However, several individuals were observed taking routes through the
snow, which indicates that not all places that individuals wish to go have adequate paths.
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Image 4.14: Individuals Walking Through Beaver Hills House Park with a
Stroller and with Bags
Behaviour mapping in Paul Kane Park produced somewhat different results from those for
Beaver Hills House Park. Walking for commuting purposes did not appear as common in Paul
Kane Park. Users did not always move through the park from one side to the other, the pace of
walking tended to be slow, and courses were meandering, which indicates that the park is not as
easy to get through. As well, individuals did not always stay on the heavily worn paths, as these
did not always provide direct routes across the park or to seating areas.

Image 4.15: Individual Slowly Meandering
Through Paul Kane Park
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4.4.2 Counting
Sufficient access and linkages between a space and its surroundings increase the number of
individuals that reach a space, enter, and make use of it.

Both park spaces recorded similar user totals, with Beaver Hills House Park attracting slightly
more use (See Table 4.4: Counting Summary). Additionally, each park displayed significantly
lower evening use compared to daytime counts. However, while Paul Kane Park displayed lower
weekday than weekend use, the number of pedestrians in Beaver Hill House Park was higher on
weekdays than on weekends. This may relate to the proximity of the spaces to complementary
uses. While more individuals are near Beaver Hills House Park on weekdays in the nearby office
and commercial facilities, users of Paul Kane Park are likely to be close to home on the weekend
in the adjacent residential structures. Therefore, Paul Kane Park is more convenient for users on
the weekend, while Beaver Hills House Park is more accessible for patrons on weekdays.

Table 4.4: Counting Summary – Number of Pedestrians
Observation
Beaver Hills House Park
Paul Kane Park
Period (25 min. each)
Female Male
Total
Groups Female Male
Total
Groups
Weekday/Morning
Weekday/Afternoon
Weekday/Evening
WEEKDAY
SUBTOTAL
Weekend/Morning
Weekend/Afternoon
Weekend/Evening
WEEKEND
SUBTOTAL
OVERALL
TOTAL

4
5
1

8
11
5

12
16
6

2
3
1

4
1
0

1
2
0

5
3
0

1
1
0

10

24

34

6

5

3

8

2

1
0
0

2
0
2

3
0
2

0
0
1

0
10
0

2
12
1

2
22
1

0
1
0

1

4

5

1

10

15

25

1

11

28

39

7

15

18

33

3

4.4.3 Tracking
Access and linkages influence the paths that are used to enter, move through, and exit a park.

For both parks, routes originated and exited on three sides. A fourth side on each park did not
permit access due to a fence or the backside of an adjacent structure. Both parks also exhibited
routes that passed completely through the space, with diagonal paths being most common (See
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Image 4.16 and 4.17 below). The location of the parks at street intersections means that they act
as a convenient means for shortcutting between bordering streets. A comparison of this activity
revealed that Beaver Hills House Park had more completed crossings of the space than did Paul
Kane Park. These levels of shortcutting are indicative of the relative ease of movement through
each space. Moreover, while the formal and largely maintained paths in Beaver Hills House Park
corresponded with the documented routes that individuals took, the paths in Paul Kane Park did
not correlate so strongly with the routes taken, as new paths were more commonly worn into the
snow to traverse the park or reach seating.

Image 4.16: Beaver Hills House Park Tracking
Drawing
Source: Google Maps (2014)
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Image 4.17: Paul Kane Park Tracking Drawing
Source: Google Maps (2014)
The continuous sidewalks between the parks and surrounding streets, and the curb cuts and
controlled, signed, or marked crossings at intersections, enhance access to each site. However,
while access to Beaver Hills House Park was gained
through many points along the sidewalks, Paul Kane Park
mostly displayed routes that utilized the corners of the
park. This indicates that there is less permeability and
connectivity between Paul Kane Park and the street than
may be desired. Moreover, many users passed through
Paul Kane Park on a circuitous course or did not make it
from one side to another. This is in contrast to Beaver
Hills House Park, which contained users that took more
th

direct routes to move between 104

Street and Jasper

Avenue, 104th Street and 105th Street, and 105th Street and

Image 4.18: Heavily Used
Passageway Between Beaver
Hills House Park and 104th
Street

Jasper Avenue. The passageway to 104th street was a
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particularly important connection point
with high use.

4.4.4 Trace Measures
A deep base of snow covering the parks
allowed for the creation of obvious erosion
traces, which were essential for evaluating
access and linkages. Both parks exhibited
footprints and discernable paths in the
snow going in all directions over most of
the area of each space. Furthermore,
diagonal paths worn in the snow, some of
which were heavily used, were found
across each park. This indicates that
formal paths do not necessarily relate to
where users want to go, and that portions
of each park are not easy to move through.
Image 4.19: Diagonal Pathways Across Beaver
Hills House Park

Image 4.20: Footprints and Paths in
the Snow in Beaver Hills House Park
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Erosion trace measures in Paul Kane Park revealed that, while exterior pathways were in good
condition and cleared of snow and ice, no maintenance had been done to remove snow at the
park’s entrances or in the park’s interior. Trails in the snow leading into the park typically passed
over snow banks created by sidewalk snow removal.

Image 4.22: Trail Passing Over Snow Bank (Left) and Maintained Sidewalk
Beside Paul Kane Park (Right)

Erosion trace measures in Beaver Hills
House

Park

displayed

a

few

unmaintained paths in the snow that
cut through the park. However, several
wide paths had recently been cleared
of snow. It is evident that park
maintenance staff prioritizes the highly
used commuting routes that connect to
Jasper

Avenue

for

regular

snow

removal.
Image 4.23: Maintained Path in Beaver Hills
House Park
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4.4.5 Evaluation Charts
The table below displays the aspects related to access and linkages and the scores for each park.
Table 4.5: Access and Linkages

Is it easy to observe the interior of the park from outside of it?
Are there many pathways and entrances into the space that join with
the external pathways?
Is the space easy to get to?
Is the space easy to get through?
Can a variety of transportation options (bus, LRT, car, walking,
bicycle) be used to get to the space?
Is the space accessible for most levels of ability (e.g. are ramps
provided)?
Are entrances and route surfaces maintained (in a state of good
repair and free of snow and ice)?
Do sidewalks, paths and roads match up with the direction in which
people wish to go?

Beaver
Paul Kane
Hills House Park Score
Park Score
Medium
Low
High

Low

High
Medium

Medium
Low

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

Medium

The table above indicates that both spaces are accessible
by all modes of transportation, with sidewalks, crossing
points, roadways and public transit stops nearby that
make the parks easy to reach. However, portions of both
parks also suffer from poor winter route conditions,
including slippery and snowy paths, and entrances
blocked by snow. This leads to reduced accessibility and
ease of movement through the spaces, especially for
those with reduced levels of ability.

Image 4.24: Pedestrian
Crossing by Beaver Hills House
Park

Paul Kane Park would benefit most from improvements
to winter trail maintenance, as a lack of visible
walkways, particularly those that connect the space to the
external pathways, makes the park difficult to use. As
well, the coniferous trees and hills around most of the
perimeter of Paul Kane Park reduce visibility of the
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interior from the outside, but act as a buffer from the nearby streets. The decorative concrete
pillars that display the park’s name and act to welcome and orient users to the corner entrances
strengthen visual connectivity.

Image 4.26: Pedestrian Traversing Snow
Bank to Access Park

Image 4.27: Highly Visible Park Entrance

With respect to physical connectivity, neither park is in close proximity to, or has connections
with, other green spaces. This reduces the ability for either park to be part of the vast network of
green spaces that the city possesses.
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Image 4.28: Aerial View of Access Points (white) and
Connections to Beaver Hills House Park
Source: Google Maps (2014)

Image 4.29: Aerial View of Access Points (white) and
Connections to Paul Kane Park
Source: Google Maps (2014)
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4.4.6 Summary
The evaluation table below provides a visual overall rating for each access and linkages
evaluation criterion, based on the level of success in demonstrating the specific quality.

Table 4.6: Access and Linkages Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria
Beaver Hills House Park
How well is the space visually
connected to the surroundings?
How well is the space physically
connected to the surroundings?
How easy is the space to get to?

Paul Kane Park

How easy is the space to get
through?
How well is access to the space
provided by a variety of
transportation options?
How accessible is the space for all
levels of ability?
How well are surfaces, access
points and routes maintained?
How well do paths relate to where
people want to go?

Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Beaver Hills House Park received a higher score for access and linkages than Paul Kane Park
because it had better physical connections with surroundings, it was easier to move through for
all levels of ability, and it had better maintenance of surfaces and entrances. The implications for
planning and operations from the above evaluation are that Paul Kane Park should improve
winter pathways and entrances, and both spaces should increase snow maintenance and
connections with the rest of the public realm.
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4.5 COMFORT AND IMAGE
The comfort and image of a space is influenced by cleanliness, safety, exposure, amenities,
attractiveness, and character. These aspects affect the extent, nature, and duration of use, as well
as the types of individuals that use the space. This section describes the extent to which specific
aspects of a space contribute to its comfort and image. Behaviour mapping, counting, and
evaluation charts were used to provide a more comprehensive analysis of this component of
successful placemaking.

4.5.1 Behaviour Mapping
Sitting was not a common activity in either park, and most individuals moved through the spaces
quickly. This may indicate that the spaces are not comfortable places to linger in winter. While
each park did offer a variety of places to sit, including ledges, wooden benches, hills, and tables,
individuals had to stray off paths and into the snow to reach seating that typically had to be
cleared of snow before use. Paul Kane Park did display a slightly higher number of people sitting
than Beaver Hills House Park.

Image 4.30: Seating in Beaver Hills House Park
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Image 4.31: Seating in Paul Kane Park

4.5.2 Counting
The comfort and image of a space greatly influences the amount of use that it receives from
different groups of individuals. For example, women have been shown to be more discriminating
about their choice and use of public space. Thus, a more comfortable place with an inviting
image should naturally incur a proportionately higher amount of use by women when compared
with men.

Counts showed that, while both parks received more use by men, Paul Kane Park attracted
almost as many women as men. In contrast, Beaver Hills House Park attracted almost three times
as many men as women. This indicates that neither of the spaces has a particularly inviting
image, but Paul Kane Park appears to be a significantly more comfortable space than Beaver
Hills House Park.
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4.5.3 Evaluation Charts
The table below displays the aspects related to comfort and image and the scores for each park.
Table 4.7: Comfort and Image

Are there more women than men present?
Does the space feel safe?
Is there adequate protection from the wind available?
Is shade provided?
Is vegetation present in a manner that provides shelter from the
wind, but permits solar exposure?
Does sunlight reach the space?
Is the space clean and attractive?
Is shelter from inclement weather provided?
Are heat sources provided?
Are amenities provided (washrooms, drinking fountains, etc.)?
Are bright colours and/or lighting used in the space?
Are there a variety of comfortable places to sit?
Does nearby vehicle traffic allow use and enjoyment of the space?

Beaver
Paul Kane
Hills House Park Score
Park Score
Low
Low
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
High

High

Medium
High
Low
Low
Low
High
High
High

High
High
Low
Low
Medium
High
Medium
High

The table above illustrates that both parks benefit from being clean and very attractive. They act
as inviting green refuges amidst the urban fabric with sufficient buffering from the impacts of
automobile traffic. Both parks also attracted less women compared to men. This may be
attributed in part to less then perfect ratings for safety, particularly in Beaver Hills House Park.
Here, while sightlines are adequate and there is oversight from the adjacent shops and passersby

Image 4.32: Paul Kane Park in the Evening (left) and Day (right)
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Image 4.33: Beaver Hills House Park in the Evening (left) and Day (right)
in the day, a lack of eyes on the street at night reduces the feeling of safety. Along these lines,
Paul Kane Park benefits from the presence of nearby residents. Although ample pedestrian
lighting in both spaces enhances safety, colourful lighting is not used to make the spaces more
attractive in winter. However, Beaver Hills House Park does attempt to increase attractiveness
through a large colourful art installation and poles with colourful themed banners.

Image 4.34: Lighting - Paul Kane Park (left) and Beaver Hills House Park (right)
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Image 4.35: Colourful Public Art in Beaver Hills House Park
Other aspects related to winter comfort may also explain the gender differences in the user
counts. Both spaces afforded a sufficient amount of shade, solar exposure, and protection from
the wind, providing users with the ability to better achieve a required comfort level through
choice in their amount of exposure. This is largely due to the effective spacing and placement of
deciduous and coniferous tree species, particularly in Beaver Hills House Park, such that most
coniferous trees are towards the northern, eastern, and western edges and deciduous trees are
near the southern perimeter.

Image 4.36: Deciduous
Trees to the South (top) and
Coniferous Trees to the
North and West in Beaver
Hills House Park (bottom)
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and Coniferous Trees to
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An issue with both parks stems from the absence of heating sources, as well a lack of overhead
structures for shelter from inclement weather, the exception being a small overhang from a
building abutting Beaver Hills House Park. As well, the few amenities that are provided (waste
receptacles, water fountains, benches made of warm materials such as wood, tables, a message
board in Beaver Hills House Park, and a telephone in Paul Kane Park) are either not operational
in the winter or are difficult to get to and use through the snow. It is interesting to note that
Beaver Hills House Park had festive winter music playing from speakers on the hotel to the
north. This indicates that the private sector is making an effort to enhance the park space.

Image 4.38: Sheltered Bench (left), Water Fountain Not Operational (centre),
and Tables and Waste Receptacle Difficult to Access (right) - Beaver Hills House
Park

Image 4.39: Water Fountain, Payphone, and
Waste Receptacle in Paul Kane Park – Difficult
to Access and/or Not Operational
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4.5.4 Summary
The evaluation table below provides a visual overall rating for each comfort and image
evaluation criterion, based on the level of success in demonstrating the specific quality.

Table 4.8: Comfort and Image Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria
Beaver Hills House Park
How many more women than men
are present?
How safe does the space feel?

Paul Kane Park

How much wind protection is
provided?
How much shade is provided?
How much appropriate vegetation
is present?
How much solar exposure is
provided?
How clean and attractive is the
space?
How much shelter is provided?
How many heat sources are
provided?
How many amenities are provided?
How well are bright colours and/or
lighting used to enhance the space?
How much variety in comfortable
places to sit is there?
How enjoyable is the space with
regards to the level of negative
impacts from nearby vehicles?

Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Overall, both parks received a score of “good” for comfort and image. The implications for
planning from the evaluation pattern above are that both parks would benefit from improvements
to increase the comfort and image of the space for winter users.
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4.6 SOCIABILITY
Sociability refers to the suitability and draw of a space for social engagement and activities. This
section describes the extent to which specific aspects of a space contribute to its sociability.
Behaviour mapping, counting, trace measures, and evaluation charts were used to provide a more
comprehensive analysis of this component of successful placemaking.

4.6.1 Behaviour Mapping
Socialization was low in both spaces, with eye contact being a dominant form of interaction.
Furthermore, most of the verbal communication occurred while individuals walked through the
spaces. Only two groups in Paul Kane Park went beyond this and interacted more actively while
lingering and playing. A few groups socialized actively in Beaver Hills House Park while they
walked slowly around the park or stopped to smoke.

The arrangement of amenities in each park also has an impact on sociability. In Beaver Hills
House Park, there are plenty of seating options that are socially comfortable when they are free
of snow. A number of benches face high pedestrian traffic areas and encourage social interaction.
There are also plenty of tables and curved bench alcoves that would promote conversation when
cleared of snow. However, due to the large amount of snow, most individuals did not utilize the
seating and forfeited opportunities for social interaction. The large message board might also
facilitate social interaction.

Much of the seating in Paul Kane Park consists
of single benches facing into the centre of the
space that are not positioned to allow individuals
to face each other. The park does have a few
benches in groupings, as well as a large patio
area with several table. However, again, not
much use was observed near these amenities
because they were covered with snow.
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Image 4.41: Social Seating Options in
Paul Kane Park Patio Area

Image 4.42: Isolated Benches in Paul
Kane Park

With respect to community pride and ownership of the space, one individual in Beaver Hills
House Park was observed picking up pieces of litter and placing them in a waste receptacle.
However, the amount of litter present revealed that this was not a common activity.

4.6.2 Counting
A place will attract more groups and encourage interaction if it is more conducive to social
activities.

Neither park acted as a place for individuals to meet with others. However, both parks did have a
number of groups come to them. Paul Kane Park attracted three groups, with one of these groups
containing over 20 people. These individuals were mostly between 15-20 years old and were all
engaged in a group discussion and then a game of tag. While Beaver Hills House Park attracted
seven groups, each one was fairly small in size. These findings indicate that both spaces are
somewhat conducive to social activities, however there is much room for improvement to
increase the number of groups that choose to come to the spaces for their ability to support social
activities.
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Image 4.43: Large Group of Teenagers Using Paul
Kane Park

4.6.3 Trace Measures
Physical evidence is particularly important for understanding the level of pride and maintenance
directed toward a space by community members.

Paul Kane Park exhibited a small amount of litter near benches
and by trees. An abandoned shopping cart was also found in the
park, which indicates that some community members do not take
much pride in maintaining the space.

There was considerably more litter in Beaver Hills House Park,
including on paths, in garden beds, caught in trees, by ashtrays,
and by benches and garbage cans. A full newspaper and plastic
lunch bag were left by a patron using a sheltered bench that was
situated next to a building. Along with a higher level of dog
droppings found in this park, there was also graffiti on several
signs and vertical surfaces.
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Image 4.45: Graffiti and Litter in Beaver Hills House Park
4.6.4 Evaluation Charts
The table below displays the aspects related to sociability and the scores for each park.
Table 4.9: Sociability

Are people meeting others in the space?
Are groups coming to the space?
Are people interacting with each other in the space?
Are amenities such as chairs arranged to encourage social
interaction?
Does it appear as thought the community takes pride in the space
and maintains it?
Does the age and ethnicity mix generally reflect the community?

Beaver
Paul Kane
Hills House Park Score
Park Score
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Medium

The table above illustrates that neither park attracts many groups, acts a meeting place, or
facilitates much social interaction between patrons in winter. While seating in each park is
adequately arranged for social interaction, a large covering of snow discourages use.
Furthermore, observations did not reveal much community involvement or pride in the spaces, at
least in the current season. Finally, even with the small number of users observed, the age and
ethnicity mix in Beaver Hills House Park did appear to reflect the community, with most users
between the ages of 21 and 60. This is an indication that, were the physical conditions more
favourable for social engagement, many more individuals like these from the community would
likely make use of the space. Paul Kane Park also reflected its surrounding community, with
more individuals between the ages of 15 and 20. However, the mix did not appear quite as
reflective of the community as in Beaver Hills House Park.
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4.6.5 Summary
The evaluation table below provides a visual overall rating for each sociability evaluation
criterion, based on the level of success in demonstrating the specific quality.
Table 4.10: Sociability Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria
How many people are meeting
others in the space?
How many groups come to the
space?
How much are people interacting
in the space?
How well are amenities arranged to
encourage use and interaction?
How well do users and community
members show ownership and
maintain the space?
How well does the age and
ethnicity mix generally reflect the
community?

Poor

Beaver Hills House Park

Fair

Good

Very Good

Paul Kane Park

Excellent

While neither park was particularly effective at supporting social activities in mid-winter, Beaver
Hills House Park performed slightly better in this category than Paul Kane Park. The planning
implications for the above pattern of evaluations are that both parks need to increase socially
comfortable seating, promote social interaction, support group activities, and encourage
community pride in the spaces.

4.7 OVERALL COMPARISON OF THE TWO PARKS
The overall comparison reveals that, although Beaver Hills House Park outperformed Paul Kane
Park on uses and activities and sociability, there is room for improvement in all areas in order to
increase use in both parks (See Table 4.11 below). The areas in need of the most improvement
are the categories that received only an average or less than average score, which includes all but
access and linkages for Beaver Hills House Park. While each park is different with respect to its
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specific context and exact features, the two spaces tend to appear more similar in winter, as is
evident in many of the evaluations. The presence of snow and cold weather act to reduce and
conceal variations in form, and also restrict viable uses that could have otherwise led to more
contrasting observations.

Table 4.11: Overall Park Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria Category
Beaver Hills House Park
Uses and Activities

Paul Kane Park

Access and Linkages
Comfort and Image
Sociability

Poor

Fair
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION
This section provides conclusions and recommendations for both Beaver Hills House Park
(BHHP) and Paul Kane Park (PKP). The conclusions highlight the findings of the data analysis
that was undertaken to compare both parks. These are accompanied by recommendations for
appropriate actions to be taken in order to improve upon the observed winter park conditions and
use. Priority recommendations for each park, which are easy to implement and/or have clear
immediate benefits, are marked with a star (*). All other recommendations are considered
longer-term due to a greater effort/cost and/or further study necessary to implement. The
recommendations are based on knowledge gained from the evaluations and the review of
relevant literature on winter public space design and use. Conclusions and recommendations are
provided for each of the modified Project for Public Spaces (PPS) criteria categories.

5.2 USES AND ACTIVITIES
The following table summarizes how well both parks support viable uses and activities.
Recommendations for improving winter use are also provided.

Table 5.1: Uses and Activities Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusion
Recommendation
Most individuals used the
Animate park spaces with a variety of activities.
parks for walking and did not The variation in form that each park provides acts as a
usually linger for activities
prerequisite for supporting a wide variety of active and passive
within the spaces. Some
uses in addition to walking. Winter amenities and design
evidence of sitting, eating,
elements that utilize this variation should be provided so that
and playing was provided,
each park can support winter uses for all age groups. Each area
which indicates that the
of the park should clearly convey available, viable activity
spaces have the potential to
choices for winter use. Multiple uses will build off each other
attract more varied use.
and encourage longer stays.
BHHP: * The paved area in Beaver Hills House Park should be
kept clear of snow and tables to provide a flexible space for
activities.
PKP: More open, flexible, and programmable areas for use by
nearby residents would be desirable.
Activities that took place in
Incorporate unique winter-specific uses and activities.
the parks were typically
Support winter-specific uses and provide winter activities that
are unique to each park space.
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Table 5.1: Uses and Activities Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusion
Recommendation
neither winter-specific, nor
BHHP: * Snow and ice cleared from pathways and the adjacent
did they necessarily require
public sidewalks can be used as a resource that provides
the park space.
recreational opportunities. For example, snow could be piled for
climbing, sledding, sculptures, and forts.
PKP: The ornamental pool in Paul Kane Park could be used as a
skating rink in winter.
Both spaces attracted very
Create reasons for coming to the specific park.
few individuals and even
Each park should support desirable uses so that it attracts
fewer groups. There were not passersby and users from other parts of the neighbourhood and
many desirable uses or
city. Winter amenities that afford comfort will also be necessary
activities to draw individuals (see Comfort and Image below).
and groups to the parks.
BHHP: Outdoor cafés and food vendors should be encouraged
to draw users to a space. The narrow building directly to the east
of Beaver Hills House Park would serve as an excellent location
for a café. A winterized outdoor patio could spill out of the café
and into the park, drawing users from Jasper Avenue and
bringing life to the space.
PKP: * Hot beverage vendors and fire pits could be used to
attract users to this park.
Both parks have a critical
Increase compatibility with nearby uses.
mass of potential users
Add and bolster comfortable and attractive amenities and design
nearby. However the spaces
elements that support nearby users.
need to be improved to better BHHP: * Beaver Hills House Park should function as an urban
coordinate with, and attract
square amidst thriving commercial uses. A comfortable and
patrons from, nearby uses.
social sitting environment should be provided for workers from
across the street to enjoy their food or a hot beverage.
PKP: * Paul Kane Park should provide more activities for
nearby families. The patio area should be maintained in the
winter as a gathering space for apartment dwellers to use in place
of a yard.
No formal or scheduled
Programme spaces throughout the year and provide a
activities or events were
schedule of events.
observed in either park.
Both parks should be programmed and animated with winter
events and activities, much like most public spaces are in the
summer months.
BHHP: * Events could include outdoor winter markets,
entertainment, and art displays that coordinate with other
downtown festivals. A schedule of events could be posted on the
message board and online.
PKP: * Parks and Recreation Staff should be available in this
neighbourhood park in the winter to run activities.
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Image 5.1: Skating, Fire Pit, and
Warming Shelter in Downtown
Saskatoon Park
Source:http://www.tripadvisor.ca/Loc
ationPhotoDirectLink-g155043i77423284Saskatoon_Saskatchewan

5.3 ACCESS AND LINKAGES
The table below provides a summary of the level of access and the quantity and quality of
linkages in both parks. This is accompanied by recommendations for increasing the access to
each space.

Table 5.2: Access and Linkages Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusion
Recommendation
Beaver Hills House Park
Increase accessible winter paths through the parks.
contains some efficient
BHHP: More accessible and efficient through-routes and
diagonal paths through the
paths to seating are needed in the northern portion of the park.
space and to seating areas.
PKP: More universally accessible winter paths are needed to
Paul Kane Park lacks clear,
reach the interior features of the space and for commuting
efficient and accessible
across the park.
through-routes or routes to
desired areas within the park.
Both parks are supported by
Increase connectivity and permeability across park
adjacent sidewalks, curb cuts,
borders.
and crosswalks. However,
BHHP: Consider extending paving materials and adding traffic
while Beaver Hills House Park calming elements to better connect the park with uses across
can be accessed at many points the street. Mid-block crossings on 105th Street could also be
along its borders, Paul Kane
implemented for improved pedestrian access to the park.
Park is only easily accessible
PKP: Create more openings and universally accessible entry
in winter from the corners.
points between the park’s borders and adjacent sidewalks.
While Beaver Hills House
Improve walking surface and entrance maintenance, and
Park displayed some regularly use creative snow disposal techniques.
maintained paths that were
Improve access into and throughout the parks by conducting
free of snow and ice, both
regular snow and ice removal on pathways and at entrances.
parks contained a number of
Snow that is removed can be used to build wind barriers or in a
heavily used paths that were
creative manner for play. Heated walking surfaces could also
be piloted to ensure paths are always clear.
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Table 5.2: Access and Linkages Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusion
Recommendation
not maintained or clearly
BHHP: * Snow and ice removal on pathways and at entrances
demarcated, and entrances that in the northern portion of the park is needed to align with the
were blocked by snow. This
regular maintenance of the southern portion.
reduces accessibility,
PKP: * Snow and ice removal should be conducted regularly
particularly for users with
on all paths and at all entrances.
reduced levels of ability.
The parks are isolated from
Create a more connected public realm. Connections with, or
other public spaces.
signage with directions to, other green spaces and destinations
would increase the accessibility of both parks and better
incorporate them into the city’s open space network. This could
be done through green-links, pathways, and pedestrian-friendly
streets.
BHHP: * The passageway between Beaver Hills House Park
and 104th Street should be made more prominent and inviting
to better connect the park and this pedestrian-friendly street.
PKP: * Wayfinding signage and pedestrian/cyclist-friendly
paths to 124th Street amenities and the river valley could be
included to better integrate the park.
While both parks are
accessible by several different
modes of transportation,
further and continued support
for these modes could be
provided.

Strengthen access for all transportation modes.
Increase winter access to the park spaces by further supporting
all modes of transportation. For example, sheltered bike racks
could be incorporated into both parks and maintained bike
lanes connecting to the spaces could be added.
BHHP: *Add secure, sheltered bike racks and maintained
bicycle lanes that connect to the park.
PKP: *Add secure, sheltered bike racks, maintained bike lanes
connecting to the space, and additional sheltered transit stops
nearby.

Image 5.2: Creative Use for
Cleared Snow
Source:http://www.silverskatefes
tival.org/festival-media/silverskate-photos
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5.4 COMFORT AND IMAGE
The following is a summary of the level of comfort provided and the image that each park
conveys. Improvements that can be made for increasing comfort and image accompany these
conclusions.

Table 5.3: Comfort and Image Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusion
Recommendation
There was a lack of individuals Increase comfortable and movable seating options.
observed sitting in both parks. Provide more seating that is comfortable (appropriate shapes
This corresponded with few
and warm materials), maintained, and movable so that it can
comfortable, snow-free places allow all users to achieve their desired sitting conditions (both
to sit.
climatic and social).
BHHP: * Comfortable movable chairs should be added to
allow users to socialize and find a suitable sitting environment.

Fewer women than men were
observed using the parks, and
there was a reduced feeling of
safety at night, especially in
Beaver Hills House Park.

Both spaces lack colourful
lighting and surfaces. Beaver
Hills House Park does provide
some colour through an art
installation and decorative
poles, however more colour is
needed to counteract the
dullness and increased hours
of darkness in winter.

PKP: * More groupings of comfortable chairs, benches and
tables should be added.
Increase safety.
BHHP: An increase in activity on the surrounding streets and
in the nearby uses at night would improve the perceived safety.
Furthermore, the improvement of sightlines to the sunken
portions of the park through alterations to the landscaping
would be advisable. A formal management or security presence
would also be helpful. Food vendors or cafés near the site could
create sufficient management presence.
PKP: Ensure that sightlines to the interior of the park are
maintained from nearby residences.
Add vibrant and playful colours and lighting.
Both parks would benefit from an increased use of vibrant
colours on furniture, in public art, and on vertical surfaces,
including the sides of buildings abutting the parks. Colourful,
playful lighting should also be added to the parks to
complement the assortment of pedestrian lighting that is
already present.
BHHP: * The trees and vertical surfaces abutting the park
should be used for colourful art and lighting displays.
PKP: * Colourful lighting could be placed on trees and on the
small building in the southeast corner.

Neither parks provide heat
sources to combat cold winter
weather and promote

Provide thermal comfort amenities in both parks.
BHHP: * Heat lamps and temporary warming huts would be
appropriate in this downtown context.
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Table 5.3: Comfort and Image Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusion
Recommendation
lingering.
PKP: * Temporary warming huts and fire pits would be
suitable for this neighbourhood park.
While the appropriate
Reduce wind with additional wind blocks.
placement of large trees in
BHHP: * Comfort could be increased through the placement of
both parks provides shelter
additional wind barriers close to seating areas and blank walls.
from the wind, an increase in
PKP: * Snow mounds, wind blocks, and low, dense evergreen
wind barriers for the creation
shrubs could be added to improve suntraps by the many
of more suntraps would be
exposed seating areas.
desirable, particularly in Paul
Kane Park.
While both parks provide solar Maintain solar access.
exposure, portions of Beaver
BHHP: Encourage future development nearby to incorporate
Hills House Park are shaded
setbacks and narrow, stepped back towers that allow for solar
by tall building for periods of
access. Ensure that vegetation allows for solar access as well.
the day.
PKP: Ensure that existing and future trees allow for solar
access into the park.
Both spaces lack substantial
Increase overhead shelter.
overhead shelter from winter
weather.
BHHP: * Canopies and awnings on adjacent buildings should
be added to shelter pedestrians. Overhead shelter in the
southern portion of the park should be present to keep seating
free of snow.
PKP: * Freestanding shelter structures should be provided over
seating areas and group use areas, to encourage sitting,
lingering, and winter gatherings.
There are few additional
Provide additional amenities.
amenities available in either
BHHP: Food and hot beverage vendors should locate in the
park to encourage use.
park. If public washrooms cannot be facilitated in Beaver Hills
House Park, then directions to nearby public washrooms should
be provided.
PKP: Public washrooms could be made available during winter
in the existing government/office building located in the
southeast corner of Paul Kane Park.

Image 5.3: Colourful Public
Lighting and Art
Source:http://www.makesomethi
ngedmonton.ca/news/2013/nov/1
9/lots-like-about-edmontonwinters/
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5.5 SOCIABILITY
Issues relating to the sociability of each space are provided below. This is supported by
improvements that can be made to make each space more conducive to social activities.

Table 5.4: Sociability Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusion
Recommendation
Seating in both parks was
Increase socially comfortable seating.
either not socially
Facilitate social interaction by increasing the number of grouped
comfortable or was covered
seats, seats that face each other at a comfortable distance,
with snow.
movable chairs, and seats facing high pedestrian traffic areas.
Maintenance of seating areas should be conducted regularly so
that they are free of snow.
BHHP: * Movable seating should be provided in this park.

PKP: * More groupings of seats and benches that face each
other should be provided.
While both spaces were
somewhat conducive to
group activities,
improvements could be made
to increase the number or
groups that choose to come
to a park for its ability to
support group activities.
A lack of pride and
ownership was evident in
both parks.

Create spaces that accommodate group activities.
Ensure that spaces to accommodate group activities are available
in each park.
BHHP: * Gathering places with overhead shelter, ample seating
and tables should be provided.
PKP: * The large patio area in Paul Kane Park, with its benches
and tables, is an ideal space for group gatherings, but it needs to
be sheltered and free of snow.
Encourage community involvement.
BHHP: * Encourage nearby business owners and residents to
become actively involved in supporting the vitality of the park.
PKP: * Engage nearby residents to facilitate local park space
programming, care, and continuous involvement and presence.

Image 5.4: Comfortable
Outdoor Social Space in
Edmonton (2013)
Source:http://www.edmontonjour
nal.com/life/Edmonton+Food+N
otes+Outdoor+patio+celebrates+
winter+city
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5.6 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
A summary of the overall park evaluations and accompanying recommendations for
improvement are provided in the table below. While each park had slight differences in
performance in each category, similar recommendation and improvement categories apply to
both spaces.

Table 5.5: Evaluation and Recommendations Summary
Criteria
Evaluation
General Recommendations
Category
• Animate park spaces with a variety of activities
• Incorporate unique winter-specific uses and activities
BHHP:
Fair
• Create reasons for coming to the specific park
Uses and
Activities
• Increase compatibility with nearby uses
• Programme spaces throughout the year and provide a
PKP:
Fair
schedule of events
• Increase accessible winter paths through the parks
• Increase connectivity and permeability across park
BHHP:
Very
borders
Good
Access and
• Improve walking surface and entrance maintenance, and
Linkages
use creative snow disposal techniques
•
Create
a more connected public realm
PKP:
Good
• Strengthen access for all transportation modes
• Increase comfortable, movable seating options
• Increase safety
BHHP:
Good • Add vibrant and playful colours and lighting
• Provide thermal comfort amenities in both parks
Comfort
and Image
• Reduce wind with additional wind blocks
• Maintain solar access
PKP:
Good
• Increase overhead shelter
• Provide additional amenities
• Increase socially comfortable seating
BHHP:
Good • Create spaces that accommodate group activities
Sociability
• Encourage community involvement
PKP:
Fair
Beaver Hills House Park = BHHP
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While this research concluded that Beaver Hills House Park performed better overall on the
evaluation of the four criteria categories (uses and activities, access and linkages, comfort and
image, and sociability), Paul Kane Park was more successful than Beaver Hills House Park on
certain individual criteria, such as solar exposure and the feeling of safety. Thus, there is room
for improvement in both parks, and this can be achieved through the implementation of the
recommendations provided above.

This research also conveys the importance of year-round public spaces and the unique
considerations that are required when planning for spaces that serve the community throughout
the winter months. As Edmonton strives to build its reputation as a world-renowned winter city,
it should design and program its smaller parks with its climate in mind, and use winter as an
asset.

5.7 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This research should be viewed as a pilot study due to the relatively short data collection period
(two weeks), temperatures that were slightly below normal overall, and constrained data
collection techniques related to limited resources and feasibility. Future research should attempt
to conduct observations throughout the entire winter to capture more of the variation in weather
and use. The next step would be to survey use in other seasons for comparisons to winter use.
Related research could apply similar methods to additional spaces in the city.

With greater resources and time, consultation methods should be utilized to more directly probe
the perceptions of users and attempt to better understand user needs. Moreover, measures should
be taken to see that there is involvement from, and cooperation with, community stakeholders
that are specific to each site to utilize knowledge of needs and requirements. Methods of
engagement, such as informant interviews, focus groups, open meetings, charrettes, workshops,
surveys and various avenues for feedback should be utilized for research, design, and
implementation stages. Ultimately, this will foster ownership and create spaces that will function
for the community.
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APPENDIX A: DATA COLLECTION MATERIALS
GENERAL INFORMATION
General Site Information
Location:
Day/Time:
Temperature:

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

EVALUATION CHARTS
1 = poor, 5= excellent
Access and Linkages
1 2 3 4 5 Is it easy to observe the interior of the park from outside of it?
1 2 3 4 5 Are there many pathways and entrances into the space that join with the external
pathways?
1 2 3 4 5 Is the space easy to get to?
1 2 3 4 5 Is the space easy to get through?
1 2 3 4 5 Can a variety of transportation options (bus, LRT, car, walking, bicycle) be used to
get to the space?
1 2 3 4 5 Is the space accessible for most levels of ability (e.g. are ramps provided)?
1 2 3 4 5 Are entrances and route surfaces maintained (in a state of good repair and free of
snow and ice)?
1 2 3 4 5 Do sidewalks, paths and roads match up with the direction in which people wish to
go?

Comfort and Image
1 2 3 4 5 Are there more women than men present?
1 2 3 4 5 Does the space feel safe?
1 2 3 4 5 Is there adequate protection from the wind available?
1 2 3 4 5 Is shade provided?
1 2 3 4 5 Is vegetation present in a manner that provides shelter from the wind, but permits
solar exposure?
1 2 3 4 5 Does sunlight reach the space?
1 2 3 4 5 Is the space clean and attractive?
1 2 3 4 5 Is shelter from inclement weather provided?
1 2 3 4 5 Are heat sources provided?
1 2 3 4 5 Are amenities provided (washrooms, drinking fountains, etc.)?
1 2 3 4 5 Are bright colours and lighting used in the space?
1 2 3 4 5 Are there a variety of comfortable places to sit?
1 2 3 4 5 Does nearby vehicle traffic allow use and enjoyment of the space?
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Sociability
1 2 3 4 5 Are people meeting others in the space?
1 2 3 4 5 Are groups coming to the space?
1 2 3 4 5 Are people interacting with each other in the space?
1 2 3 4 5 Are amenities such as chairs arranged to encourage social interaction?
1 2 3 4 5 Does it appear as thought the community takes pride in the space and maintains it?
1 2 3 4 5 Does the age and ethnicity mix generally reflect the community?

Uses and Activities
1 2 3 4 5 Are there many people using the park?
1 2 3 4 5 Are both individuals and groups using the space?
1 2 3 4 5 Is there a mix of ages and types of people using the space?
1 2 3 4 5 Is most of the space used?
1 2 3 4 5 Are there many activities available for use in the current season?
1 2 3 4 5 Are activity choices obvious?
1 2 3 4 5 Does the place’s design relate to and support events that take place there?
1 2 3 4 5 Is there variety in form to support a variety of uses?
1 2 3 4 5 Do uses in the space relate to uses that are adjacent to the space?

TRACE MEASURES
Trace Measures
Physical Evidence
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COUNTING
Pedestrian Count Form
Time
Males

Females

Total
Users

Groups

TRACKING
Tracking Diagram
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BEHAVIOUR MAPPING
Behaviour Mapping

Other

Standing

Playing

Notes:

Walking

Reading

Sleeping

Eating

Watching

Talking/Socializing

Sitting

Over 60

Activities

41-60

21-40

15-20

7-14

0-6

Age

Female

Sex

Male

Group
#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total
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APPENDIX B: CLIMATE CONDITIONS
Beaver Hills House Park
Summary
Date:

All

Precipitation:

Time:
Temperature (°C):

All
-29 to -1 (*-19 (~average
low) to -6.8 (~average high)

Wind:
Sun:

None to light snow – with
significant base
(*10 to 16 cm snow depth)
None to moderate
None/cloudy to full/clear

* = Environment Canada (2013a; 2013b) Averages for Edmonton on Specified Days in December and January

Site Visit 1
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):

Tuesday Dec. 24
Morning
-1 (above normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

None
Moderate
Grey/cloudy

Sunday Dec. 29
Afternoon
-16 (normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

Light snow
Light
Grey/cloudy

Sunday Dec. 29
Evening
-16 (normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

Light snow
Light
None/dark

Monday Dec. 30
Afternoon
-18 (normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

Light snow
Moderate
Grey/cloudy

Monday Dec. 30
Evening
-17 (normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

Light snow
Moderate
None/dark

Sunday Jan. 5
Morning
-29 (below normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

None
None
Full/clear blue sky

Site Visit 2
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
Site Visit 3
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
Site Visit 4
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
Site Visit 5
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
Site Visit 6
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
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Paul Kane Park
Summary
Date:

All

Precipitation:

Time:
Temperature (°C):

All
-30 to -1 (*-19 (~average low)
to -6.8 (~average high)

Wind:
Sun:

None to light snow - with
significant base
(*10 to 16 cm snow depth)
None to moderate
None/cloudy to full/clear

* = Environment Canada (2013a; 2013b) Averages for Edmonton on Specified Days in December and January

Site Visit 1
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):

Tuesday Dec. 24
Morning
-1 (above normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

None
Moderate
Grey/cloudy

Sunday Dec. 29
Afternoon
-14 (normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

Light snow
Light
Grey/cloudy

Sunday Dec. 29
Evening
-17 (normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

Light snow
Light
None/dark

Monday Dec. 30
Afternoon
-18 (normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

None
Moderate
Grey/cloudy

Monday Dec. 30
Evening
-17 (normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

Light snow
Light
None/dark

Sunday Jan. 5
Morning
-30 (below normal)

Precipitation:
Wind:
Sun:

None
None
Full/clear blue sky

Site Visit 2
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
Site Visit 3
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
Site Visit 4
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
Site Visit 5
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C):
Site Visit 6
Date:
Time:
Temperature (°C)
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